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A GENERALIZED THEOREM CONCERNING A RESTRICTED
RULE OF SUBSTITUTION IN THE FIELD OF

PROPOSITIONAL CALCULI

CHARLES H. LAMBROS

Sobociήski [1] proves that certain axiomatized systems of the proposi-
tional calculus having the rule of simultaneous substitution are not
weakened in their deductive power by restricting the application of the
substitution rule to the axioms alone. In his proof it is shown how a proof
sequence employing only the rule of substitution and a rule of detachment
may be uniquely and constructively replaced by a proof sequence to the
same effect employing only the restricted rule. When the rule of detach-
ment is the classical one, since classical systems require for their com-
pleteness no more than these two rules, Sobociήski's result is already a
general one for classical systems. We further generalize the theorem to
apply to any system (classical or not) containing any rules whatsoever.
The only stipulation made (which we will express in a precise way at the
appropriate time) is that such rules are "schematically representable".

Theorem If T is an axiom system in the propositional calculus such that
it contains

1. a rule of simultaneous substitution, Rs

2. other schematically representable rules of inference Ru R2, . . ., Rk
(none of which are Rs)

3. an axiom set A,

and if {alf a2, . . ., am} is a finite sequence of axioms and{al9 a2, . . ., am,
&i> •> &»} constitutes a proof sequence in T of bn, then that proof sequence
where none ofbly...,bn is in A may be replaced by a proof sequence in T
ofbn which restricts the applications of Rs to{au a2, . . ., am}.

Before presenting the proof, we give the following terminological remarks.
When £>!, . . . , bn, c are formulas such that c follows from bl9 . . ., bn by
some rule R of T, we shall write {bu . . ., bn}b%c. Where α, , 1 < z < m, is
in A, and {au . . ., am, . . ., b} constitutes a proof sequence of b in T,
{al9 . . ., am} shall be represented by " α " , the rest of the sequence by
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"βb", and the entire sequence by ua\βb". Classes will be designated by

the variables " / ' , " δ " > and by " ( . . . ) " .

Proof: By induction on the length of proof sequences, where the "length''
of the proof sequence {al9 . . ., am, bu . . ., b,n} is n.

Base step: n = 1. Then the theorem follows immediately.

Induction step: Suppose the theorem holds for all sequences of length n ^ p.
It will be shown that it then holds for all sequences of length p + 1.
Consider an arbitrary proof sequence of length p + 1, {al9 . . ., am, bu . . .,
bp, bpι+ι}.

Case 1. In α; βbp+1y bψ+ι follows from earlier lines cu . . ., cn by some Ri9

1 < i *z k, (and R{ is not Rs). Then there are proof sequences (sub-sequences
o f a> βbpj

Qf; βcv of; βc2, - , OL\ βCn

such that each sequence is of length no greater than p. But then by the
induction hypothesis, each may be replaced by sequences to the same
effect but which restrict the application of Rs to α. Call these replacements

a; j3*. ,l<j**n.
7

Now form the sequence

Such a sequence contains each of cl9 c2, . . ., cn and restricts ii s to a. Now

annex {δ^+J to form

α; β?x; ĉ*2; . . .; ^ {̂ .+l}

and, since \cu . . ., cn}\^-.bp+lf the theorem holds.

Case 2. In α; β^+1, bp+1 follows from some earlier line μ by Rs. There are
three subcases.

Case 2a. μ appears in a. Then replace α; β& by cκ; {b 1+J and the theorem
holds.

Case 2b. μ appears in βp and μ follows from some earlier line v by Rs.
Then there must be some substitution in v which yields bp+1 directly. So
drop μ from βp and add bp{+1. Such a sequence is of length no greater than
p, and so by the induction hypothesis the theorem holds.

Before proceeding to Case 2c, we shall first provide a precise sense to
the statement that a rule is "schematically representable", and then prove
a lemma. The intuitive idea behind a "schematically representable" rule
is that the applicability of the rule depends only on the structure of a
sequence of formulas, not on the occurrence of any particular propositional
variables. We begin by providing a way of characterizing all the possible
logical structures of the formulas of the language of T.

Suppose that the formulas of the language of T are unambiguous, i.e.,
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that there is but one predominant logical operator in each formula, and that
each operator is a function on at most two formulas, yielding a new
formula with those as component parts.1 Then all the operators appearing
in an arbitrary formula A may be indexed in a binary branch notation. For
example, we will write "ALRRLR" to designate the logical operator which is
dominant in the right-hand component (formula) of the left-hand component
of the right-hand component of the right-hand component of A. (If the lan-
guage of T includes operators which function on a single formula, we shall
call that formula, arbitrarily, the left-hand component, and there is no right-
hand component of the formula in which that operator dominates.) The fol-
lowing ordered sequence then will include a designation for every logical
sign occurring in A (though some of them may designate nothing which oc-
curs in A): AL (which designates the dominant operator of A itself), ALL>
ALR, ALLL, ALLR, ALRL, ALRR, ALLLU ALLLR> ALLRL, ALLRR, A^RLU a n d so on.

Let us index this ordered sequence by the sequence of prime numbers begin-
ning with 2, i.e., as Px(=2), P2(=3), P3(=5), . . ., Pi, . . .. Now suppose that
there are n logical signs in the language of T. Index these as 1, 2, 3, . . . .
Then we may assert that A has the logical operator indexed by i in the posi-
tion indexed by Pm by "SA((P/W)')" (read "A has the structure Pm to the ex-
ponent V9). In general, that A has the logical operators indexed by i,j,..., k
in the positions indexed by Pm, Pn, . . ., Po will be expressed by tiSA((Pm)t'
(Pj*' . . .'(Po)

k)". In this way, the logical structure of A is completely
and uniquely characterized by "SA(P)", where p is some number with a
unique prime factor decomposition, where each prime factor designates a
position in A, and the number of times that factor appears designates which
operator appears in that position. If SA(P), we call (p) the "structural mode
of A". Also, when SA(P), and some q (φΐ) divides p evenly with quotient r,
and where none of the prime factors of q are factors of r, (q) is also a
structural mode of A. Finally, we shall say of a sequence of formulas
{d19 da, . . ., <2&} that it has the structural mode S = (Sdi(m), Sd2(n)9 . . .,
Sdk(o)). If some diy 1 ^ i ^ k, does not appear as a subscript in S, this
means that S leaves the logical structure of dy unspecified.

When a formula A has formulas as proper parts, we call these the
components of A. The branch sequence AC (which is A itself), A^LJ ACR>
ACLL, ACLR, and so on, contains a designation for each component of A. We
index this ordered sequence by the sequence of primes. Consider an
arbitrary sequence of length k of formulas du . . ., d^. Let us index this
sequence with the first fc primes. If dm, 1 < m <fe, indexed by the ra-th
prime Pm, has a component indexed by P, which is identical to the compo-
nent at Pj in the formula (dn) indexed by Pn, 1 < n < k, we say that the
sequence, Dk, has the "component identity mode" (Cϊ\ )PίίI (PjΫn)\ and in
general if in Dkdm has a component at Ps which is identical to the component
Pt in dp, and dn has a component at Pu which is identical to the component at
Pv in dq, . . ., and d0 has a component at Pw which is identical to the com-
ponent at Pxindr, we shall write "CD j k((P s)

p* (Pt)
PP, (Puf

n (Pvf*, . . .,
{PW)P° (P*)^)". Thus for a sequence of length k a component identity mode
may be uniquely and effectively expressed by "CDk((p), (q), . . ., (r))",
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where / > , # , . . . , * " have a prime factor decomposition. If for some s, m
(Ps)

Pm is a factor of none of p, q, . . ., r, then the component of dm at Ps

need not be identical to any other component of any other formula in the
sequence in order for the sequence to have that identity mode. Finally, if
CDγ and δ c y, then CDb.

We are now in a position to give a precise sense to the term
"schematically representable". We shall call a rule "schematically
representable" if and only if a complete expression of R may be given by
the specification of a structural mode S = (5^(m), . . ., Sdk(o)) and a
component identity mode C = CDιk((p), (q), . . ., (r)). To say that R is a rule
of inference means that when S and C are modes of any sequence of length
k, {dl9 d2, . . ., dk-u dk}, then {dl9 d2, . . ., dk_^\^dk.

We now prove the following:

Lemma If R{ is schematically representable, {cl9 . . ., cn}\^:μ, and
{μ}f^δp+1, then there will be substitutions in cu . . ., cn such that {cj \$fc[,
{ c 2 } ^ ^ , . . ., {cn}\β-scl, and{c[, . . ., c^\^.bp.+1.

Proof: Consider the substitutions in μ such that {μ}l^δp+i Among the
propositional variables occurring in μ, some or all are simultaneously and
in every one of their occurrences replaced by some formula of the
language of T. Suppose the variables of μ which are changed in this way
are ql9 q2, . . ., (fy, and the formulas which replace them are Ql9 Q2, . . ., Qh
respectively. (In order to facilitate the proof μ is renamed "co".) Now
wherever qu . . ., qh appear in c 19 . . ., cn, co make those same substitu-
tions, the rest of the variables remaining the same. Call the resulting
formula c[, . . ., Cn, c'o. Since only individual variables have been replaced,
all of the logical signs appearing in any of cl9 . . ., cn, c0 also appear in
c[, . . ., c^, Co and in the same branch positions. Consequently, if (p) is a
structural mode of {cί9 . . ., cm co}, it is also a structural mode of
{c[, . . ., cw

r, co

f}. Now suppose that C is some component identity mode of
{<?!, . . ., cn, co}. We shall show that it is also a component identity mode
{c[, . . ., cn9 co}. Suppose that (Ps)

Pm (Ptf
pis in C. (If C is empty, then any

sequence of length 0 has the component identity mode specified in R.) Then
the component in cm at Ps is identical to the component in cp at Pt. If none
of <7i, . . ., qu appear in either component, then these components are
unchanged after the substitution and remain in the same branch position in
{c[, . . ., c^, el}. In this case, (Ps)

Pm (Pt)
Pp is a component identity mode of

the latter. If any of gl9 . . ., q^ do appear, then, since the substitutions for
these are simultaneous and uniformly replace every occurrence of the
variables, the component of c^ at Ps must take the same form of the
component of cp at Pt. Consequently (Ps)

Pίm {Pt)
Pp is also a component

identity mode of {c[, . . ., cw

f, cl}.
Now since {cu . . ., cn}\ψ.cθ9 then the sequence {cu . . ., cn> co} has the

modes S and C specified in the expression of Ri. But then so does
{c[, c'2, . . ., cn, c'o}. Thus {c[, . . ., c ^ c ί , where c'o is just c0 (μ) except
that where qu . . ., qh appeared in μ, Ql9 . . ., Qh now appear in cf

o. But then
c'o i s just bpi+1.
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Case 2c. μ appears in βp and μ follows from earlier lines cl9 . . ., cn by
some Riy 1 ^ i ^ k, and R{ is not Rs. In this case, there are proof sequences
for each of cl9 . . ., cn, a; βCl, a; βc^ . . ., a; βCn, such that none are of
length greater than p - 1. By the lemma, since {cl9 . . ., cw}(^τμ and
{ M I Ί J ^ V + I ? there are substitutions in c υ . . ., cn resulting in c [ , . . . , c£
such that {c{, . . ., ^ } |^δ ? , + 1 . Form the sequences

<*; βCl; {c[}, a; βC2; {c2

f}, . . ., a; βCn; {c#

and represent these as

a; β'cji, 1 ^ i ^ n, respectively.

Since each of a; βC/ί , 1 < i < n, is of length no greater than p - 1, none of
a; βqif 1 ^ i ^ n, is of length greater than/>. So by the induction hypothesis
each may be replaced by a sequence a; β*/ which is a proof sequence of c/,
respectively, employing i? s only in the restricted way. Now form the
sequence

a; β*cj; β*c2'; . . . β * ^ .

This contains each of c ' , . . . , c^, and employs Rs only upon CK. NOW annex
{bp+ιl} to form

a; β*c[; β*c2'; . . .; β*d; {bp+1}

and, since {c J, . . ., c^} l̂ τ δ ? + 1 , the theorem holds.

NOTE

1. If there are operators which function on more than two component formulas, say, n compo-
nents, then the branch notation sequence will need to be «-ary instead of binary as in the text.
Aside from this, the proof remains the same.
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